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 A caring, supportive, dedicated, 

well-motivated and trained team of DPS, 

encourages  sp i r i tua l ,  persona l  &   

academic development of its students 

coming from a variety of cultural and social 

backgrounds to make  them feel secure 

and equally valued.

     

You are welcome to DPS Rau, Indore.

Welcome
From the Pro-Vice Chairman

On earth there is no purifier as great as 

knowledge.

Delhi Public School Rau, Indore, a day boarding 
ndschool is the 2  branch of DPS in the city of Indore 

and part of the world's largest and most famous 
Public Schools chain across the world. It has the 
pedigree of more than six decades of DPS 
experience, the track record of best results and 
pledge of first rate & well trained faculty. In simple 
words DPS is all about trust. 

Our principle aims are to provide:

 An appropriate academic challenge which 
enables each student to realize his potential, 
and grow strong in today's competitive world.

 An environment which promotes good work 
ethos and encourages all students to acquire 
an independent and a critical approach to 
learning. 

 A world-class infrastructure, well balanced 
between academics, sports and extracurricular 
activities. With perfect environment conducive 
to learning where any aspiring student would 
love to be, which is so vital to make the learning 
stress free and effective.

 Help your ward to pace up equally with any 
other branch of DPS across the world 



For more than six decades ,the DPS Society has 
developed with a spirit and a vision. Today it stands as a 
citadel of learning and a harbinger of quality 
consciousness, committed to developing the minds 
and initiatives of children. The vitality of the classrooms, 
the energy of the playing fields and the open friendliness 
of the work environment ,have enabled DPS students to 
reach their fullest potential –whether in securing 
distinctions in the board examinations or winning 
national /international accolades in drama, debates or 
sports. Outstanding board results and securing 
enviable positions in the entrance tests to various 
professional colleges and institutes of international 
repute are the accepted identity of a DPS school. 

Innovation is fundamental to DPS learning programmes 
and its faculty has endeavored to revolutionize in terms 
of ideas and practices, to match the demands of 
twenty- first century educational trends and global 

associations. The primary focus is on meaningful and 
joyful learning. Academia from the country and abroad, 
meet to exchange and partake of diverse cultural and 
intellectual experiences.

Educational programmes evolve from the felt needs, 
incorporating contextual issues and challenges. 
Activities and events related to value education, 
environment, health education, games and sports, 
visual and performing arts, culture and heritage, 
international experience sharing, personality 
development etc. are effectively woven into the main 
fabric of school curriculum

It is no longer a question of lighting a candle 
here or there; it is an attempt at total 
electrification at DPS. The world has begun to 
glow with the light of literacy radiated by the 
Delhi Public Schools accross India and World.

NEW
DELHI

SINGAPORE

DUBAI

Six Decades of finest school tradition.

NEW DELHI
to SINGAPORE
DPS Rau, Indore is a part of 
the world’s biggest school 
education network

OUR STRENGTH LIES IN
Over  students  well trained4,00,000 25000
teachers  outstanding principals135

 branches of DPS worldwide232
including Singapore.

The world-wide DPS network

Education encompasses the all round 

development of every student and ensures a 

progressive development of innate abilities. 

The primary thrust of the school is to 

undertake scholarly activities for students, 

staff members, parents and community at 

large, to expand their horizons, by providing 

them knowledge and cultivating in them a 

global outlook. With a view of setting higher 

goals and achieving new milestones, Team 

DPS believes in striving tirelessly towards 

excellence. 

Distinction and diversity are the twin hallmarks 

of DPS philosophy, educational leadership 

and scholarly achievement its mission.   

Strong in tradition, it has evolved, since its 

establishment and its present day status, into 

a 'matrix' of networking between the      

State, National and International educational 

development with the commitment of our 

country's finest results. Our credo is to foster 

character  building and nurture the inquisitive 

spirit to meet the growing challenges. We try 

to produce dreamers because our educational 

goal is; Laying the foundation of 

excellence.

- Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

“You have to dream
 before your dreams
can come true.” 

DPS Educational Goal



From Principal's desk

Jagran Social Welfare Society, Bhopal is promoted by Shri Hari Mohan Gupta alongwith the other members in the 

year 1997 with the main objective to develop and propagate educational programs, by the way of establishing 

progressive schools, colleges, universities or other educational institutions in India, open to all without any 

distinction of race, caste or creed and other social welfare objectives of the society. 

ESTABLISHED 2000 ESTABLISHED 2003 ESTABLISHED 2013

ESTABLISHED 2013
ESTABLISHED 2003 ESTABLISHED 2006 ESTABLISHED 2016

Heart Behind DPS Rau, Indore

OUR INSTITUTIONS

ESTABLISHED 2019

L a y i n g t h e f o u n d a t i o n o f e x c e l l e n c e

9

Every single child is the gift of God. Every child brings in this world a ray of hope. We, at DPS Rau, Indore do not think 

of this adage as just a cliché. We live by it and not only this, we take a step further and value the children for what they 

are today instead of what they may be tomorrow.

DPS Rau, Indore is a one of its kind, Holistic Day Boarding School with 'no school bag' and 'no homework' policy 

upto a certain level, where we offer unparalleled education through New Generation Smart Classes, with 

augmented reality for a superior learning experience. We also have a Sports Academy with world class air – 

conditioned indoor and outdoor sporting facilities.

We live in an age where technology is changing education, and education in turn is adding to the quick pace of 

change. This change is visible not only in the curriculum, but in every aspect of our day- to- day lives. To keep up 

with this ever – evolving trends, we need to make super – human efforts. This becomes all the more challenging for 

us as educators, for the future harbingers of change and evolution look up to us for inspiration and direction. To 

justify our roles we have to impart to our learners an education that prepares them for their future, and a future that is 

ready for our bright protégés.

We, at DPS Rau envisage learning as a natural process, value questions above answers, creativity above fact, 

individuality above conformity and excellence above performance to help them grow up to be the best version of them.

Apart from academics, the school culture provides a benign, secure and healthy environment; and fosters a healthy 

communication between parents and the school for laying the foundation of caring, nurturing atmosphere essential 

for a holistic learning that constitutes the spirit of DPS Rau Indore.

And at the care of the institute is firm commitment to rise to match the faith with which the parents entrust their 

dreams, their children to us with roots of responsibility and the wings of independence.  

Children are likely to live up,
to what you believe of them

”“



Education has continued to evolve, diversify and extend its reach since the dawn of human history when a new 

direction has to be given to an age old process. That moment is today...... 

Learning is a passionate and interactive process of progressive change from ignorance to knowledge. Providing a 

platform to children to explore and evolve is the best way of learning. An environment that is conducive to learning 

is one which allows space to express opinions, set up communication and build skills and resources. While the 

school is committed to building such an atmosphere, which promotes spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and 

physical development of pupils, it also believes that true learning is not complete without parental support to the 

same ideals and when the two join hands, the magic will unfold.

We Believe...
Education is the chief weapon which one can use to change the 
world - it has the power to dissipate the darkness and strengthen 
human mind to create a new world.

Step into the world of DPS Rau Indore

‘A journey of thousand miles begins with a small step'
'Education gives wings to fly, Intelligence to reason and think

A Character for integrity and righteousness'



A Holistic Day Boarding school offer much more than 

a top-notch academic education. DPS Rau strives to 

offer a holistic experience and a place where children 

can become the best version of themselves. With 

specialised DPS Academic rigour, co-curricular 

activities and a structured routine, keep students busy 

and disciplined. Exquisite Indoor & Outdoor sports 

facilities and Coaching will be an added advantage.

School Timings:

Pre-Nursery to Prep: 9:30 AM – 2:00 PM

Grade 1 & Grade 2: 9:30 AM – 4:00 PM

thGrade 3 to Grade 9 : 7:30 AM - 4:00 PM 

More Focus on Academics: Being day school 

children will have more time to focus on practice work 

and remedial classes as these classes will be taken by 

the same teachers who are teaching them during 

regular school hours. One of the biggest advantage of 

a Day boarding school, students don't have to carry 

back home heavy practice work, which gives them 

more Leisure time to either pursue their interest or 

spend quality family time.

Better Social Life Quotient: Children spending 

more quality time at school tend to develop better 

relationship through group activit ies, social 

interactions and events. DPS Rau with its well 

balanced and streamlined calendar of activities, 

promises a better society adjusted & groomed 

students.

Training for Extra-curricular & Sports: Using the 

world class facilities designed in DPS Rau, students 

can pursue an extra -curricular activity or a sport of 

their choice during dedicated time allotted in the day. 

These activities and sports will be supervised by our 

professionally trained faculty members.

Nutritious Meal: Children will be provided with three 

meals during the school hours (Grade Pre Nursery 

onwards) which shall include two snacks and lunch. 

These meals are specially designed by professional 

nutritionist keeping in mind the growing needs of 

children. Table manners, graces and values are 

reinforced as the school sits together as a community 

while dining.

DPS Rau: A Holistic Day Boarding School

Indore's First Bagless School: DPS Rau will have no school bag to carry, no homework policy upto certain 

level will bring in new ways of teaching and parenting. This is the need of the hour, keeping in mind the seriously 

damaged ergonomic state of the very young. Children at this age must sleep more and play more for their healthy 

development. Reduction of workload, will not only ease the physical burden of children, but will also brighten up 

their emotional lives



It's not just the education but the overall environment that helps a child grow better into a confident 

human being. At DPS Rau, Indore, learning with play will be the method, and upgradations based on the 

changing technology will be vital.

The state-of- the- art 36-acre school campus built across to the norms of Vaastu is divided into 8 blocks 

(to be constructed in a planned manner) to facilitate freedom to explore and learn. The students are 

taught by our well trained teachers who have years of experience to teach in DPS system. The new age 

smart classes and new age technology driven labs facilitating quality teaching, will give our students all 

possible facilities to help discover their hidden talents. Apart from academic, the school will also provide 

highly equipped indoor and outdoor sports facilities, one of its kind in Central India.

The school also has a dedicated utility wing having modern facilities for pursuing their co-curricular 

activities. DPS Rau Indore has schools within the school:

 •  Admin Block

 •  Kidszone (Air conditioned Classes for Pre-Nursery to Prep)

 •  Junior Academic Block (Classes 1st to 5th)

 •  Middle Academic block (Classes 6th to 10th)

 •  Senior Academic Block ( Classes 11th &12th)

 •  Dedicated Air-conditioned Indoor sports facilities

BLOCKS & FACILITIES

•  Junior & Senior Utility Block

•  Dining

•  F ull cricket Ground

•  F ull Football Ground

•  B asketball Courts

•  T ennis Courts

The state-of-the-art Infrastructure

The School Campus of DPS Rau 



At DPS Kidszone Rau, Indore we strive to create a warm and stimulating environment where learning is fun. DPS 

Kidszone Rau represents an image of a kid's world, full of colours, dreams and fantasy.

We keep the children engaged in activities that promote and extend curiosity and awareness of their world. Our 

primary focus is learning through play and exploration. We encourage children to grow in confidence, self- 

esteem and independence. At DPS Kidszone Rau, we treat each child as an individual whose needs should be 

met in an atmosphere that celebrates diversity. Our experienced and well trained staff nurtures your child's social 

and emotional skills. We value parent's contribution and promote a brighter future for the children by developing 

the potential. DPS Kidszone Rau includes Pre Nursery, Nursery and Prep classes which cater to the age group 

between 2 to 5 year olds.

• Experiential learning with a special focus on oratory skills & personal grooming

• Each class handled by two dedicated teachers with student teacher ratio of 10:1

• Bag-less school concept giving more quality family time to the young toddlers

• New Generation Smart Classes with augmented reality for superior learning experience

• Value education incorporated through Puppet Shows and Story Enactments

• Dedicated Montessori Labs, Storytelling Rooms & Activity rooms

• In-School meals facility with specially designed menu for pre-schoolers

• Specially designed library to inculcate early reading habits

• Infirmary with full time dedicated nurse to monitor children's physical growth;

• Dedicated fleet of buses with CCTV camera, additional lady guard, emergency alarm system, advanced GPS    

 with Live Tracking system on mobile phone

• Specially designed and technically equipped smart classrooms.

DPS Kidszone

DPS Kidszone Dream Facilities

Storytelling Room

Central Courtyard



In Litera – The Academic Block which hosts classes 1st to 9th, each classroom in the building is spacious and is 

designed to accommodate a maximum of 32 children, with generous provisions for ventilation, light display areas, 

storage and a central courtyard for natural sunlight. Supplemented with teachers' workstations, each block 

becomes a self - managed working environment, accommodating the needs of all learners. The classes are 

installed with New Generation Smart Classes with Augmented Reality for a superior learning experience, way 

ahead to any other smart class education.

Litera – The Academic Block

Air Conditioned Classroom for preschoolers

DPS Rau has embraced technology and it provides advanced infrastructure. Our aim of providing the best and 

to embrace the new way of lifestyle, the architecture of the school has been thoughtfully designed with 

spacious, well ventilated Classrooms and Activity rooms which are fully Air-Conditioned with CCTV 

Surveillance. The Centrally Air Conditioned Classrooms create dynamic environment, thus providing our 

students with congenital conditions that trigger learning and facilitate teaching.

Classroom



The junior academic block host classes 1st to 9th. Each classroom in the building is spacious and is 

designed to accommodate a maximum of 35 children, with generous provisions for ventilation, light display 

areas, storage and a central courtyard for natural surveillance. Supplemented with teacher workstations, each 

block becomes a self - managed working environment accommodating the needs of all learners. The classes 

are installed with New Generation Smart Classes with Augmented Reality for a superior learning experience, 

way ahead to any other smart class education. 

The Junior Academic Block
It is our firm belief that every child is gifted with creativity, though in varying degrees. To harness such creative 

traits and tap the talent at an early age, DPS Rau, Indore has built a dedicated 30,000 sqft Junior Utility wing 

which offers its students a variety of extracurricular activities. 

Vocal and Instrumental music, Dance, Art and Craft and SUPW will be integral parts of the education system 

in the school till Class VIII. After that, the exceptional students will be given attention through extra classes. 

The school will manage to create and hone exceptional talent in all these fields. Children will regularly have 

the opportunity to present their works in national and international exhibitions. In music and dance, the 

students will also participate in regular all India Inter DPS Competition organized by CBSE. The school aims 

to produce many promising musicians, dancers and artists.

The school will also hold competitive fixtures against various other schools from across the country. Some of 

the extracurricular activities, which the school will encourage its students to be involved with are: 

Art & Craft | Instrumental Music | Western & Classical Dance| Debating | Social Work | Poetry | Vocal 

Music  Western Dance | Photography | Digital Filmmaking | Robotics

The Junior Utility Block



Santrupti – The School Dining

The Nutrient Density of School meals have an 

impact on children's cognitive function, 

concentration and energy, as well as their 

metabolic health and wellness. Keeping this 

in mind DPS Rau is all set to provide healthy 

nutritious meals to the students, planned by 

experienced dieticians, which will be served 

in clean and hygienic, spacious mess. Eating 

a healthy diet helps children stay alert during 

class and eating together helps in learning 

mannerism and eating etiquette. All meals are 

supervised by teachers.

At Delhi Public School Rau sports and games curriculum are an integral and compulsory part of the 

education process. Sports help to build character and teach the importance of discipline in life. It 

inculcates a respect for rules and allows the students to learn the value to self control.

DPS Rau, Indore has world class outdoor facilities which include

• Floodlit Basketball Courts

• FIFA standard Football Ground

• Cricket Ground with turf wickets

• Floodlit synthetic turf Tennis Courts

The Outdoor Sports Facilities



Ms Dhoni Cricket Academy

For the first time in the State of Madhya Pradesh, HMG Centre for Sports Excellence has collaborated with 

world's most celebrated cricket and Former Indian Captain, MS Dhoni to setup the first ever MS Dhoni Cricket 

Academy. The state of art cricket training facility will provide coaching using modern technology, high class 

coaching by national and international players under the mentorship of MS Dhoni.

Facilities

 Mentorship by Former Indian Captain, MS Dhoni

 Special training from NCA, BCCI qualified- Level A, Level B coaches

 50 yards Turf Match Ground with 8 nets for practice

 All weather Indoor Astro turf Practice Wickets with Bowling machines

 Special camps with national & international players

 Residential school program in collaboration with DPS Rau Indore

 Facility to have one to one session

 App based progress tracking & Video Analysis facilities

 National & International Cricket Tours

DPS RAU EXCLUSIVE

 “I am happy to collaborate with DPS for

setting up the first MS Dhoni Cricket Academy

of Madhya Pradesh in Indore which will train you

like a champion to make you a champion” 

MS Dhoni, Former Indian Cricket Captain

Eric Benny Football Academy

HMG Centre for Sports Excellence has collaborated with Eric Benny Sports Management to setup 

India's first ever Academy football program under the mentorship of Eric Benny, Former Indian Football 

Player and Former Manager, Indian Football Team. The football school shall have technical mentorship 

from DFI, Germany.

Facilities

 Mentorship & Training by Eric Benny, Former Indian Football Player and Former Manager, Indian     

 Football Team

 Full time German coaches with technical inputs from DFI, Germany

 Special camps with national & international football players

 Exposure trips to European Clubs



The school also has a 45,000 sqft. international standard air conditioned indoor sports facilities. The various indoor 

games available at the school are:

• 50 mts Olympic size all weather swimming pool • 10 mts indoor shooting range  • Squash courts    

• Badminton courts     • Table tennis    • Yoga

• Gymnasium   • Wrestling  • Indoor cricket training facilities with bowling machines

Indoor Sports Facilities

Indoor cricket training facility Squash courts

10 mts indoor shooting range 50 mts Olympic size swimming pool



School in creating its Unique Niche
Literary & Cultural 

 Students of DPS Rau participated in Inter DPS Vocal Music Competition “Swaranjali” and selected   

 for Nationals.

 Participated in Inter DPS Dance Competition “Nrityanjali” at DPS Jaipur.

 Finalists in Zone 5 Inter DPS Junior Quiz held at DPS Indore.

 Participated in 6th Inter School Technology Symposium CYNC 6.0 at DPS Bhopal.

SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS

 Hosted DPS National Shooting Championship Girls (Open) – 2019 under which 22 teams were    

 participated from different DPSs from all over India.

 Taskeen Warsi of Class VIII selected for Inter State level, Basketball Competition Girls under -14,

 held at Vidisha, Bhopal.

 Diya  Chabra & Ananya Singh Chouhan selected in State Level Yoga 4-12 Category

Sharing Social responsibilities

Birds need us this Summer: Students of Delhi Public School Rau took an initiative by filling water in 

earthen bowls and keeping them their gardens yards & Balconies for Birds.

Plantation Drive: World Nature Conservation Day 28th July. DPS RAU inculcates the values by action 

when people talk about planting plants a Plantation Drive was conducted in the DPS Rau campus along 

with the parents.

Green Ganesha: Towards creating socially responsible citizens the young dipsites were taught to make 

eco friendly Ganeshas in a workshop. The idol contains seeds of variety of plants so even after the 

festival is over the lord stays with them in the form of plants.

Parents as Partners in learning...
We at DPS Rau involves Parents in nurturing and grooming the child 

Summer GALA: Relive your childhood through your child! With this thought DPS KIDSZONE RAU organised 

an evening with parents of pre- Nursery. The parents sat on the same chairs of their child and got involved 

with the staff as co- mentors in the Summer Gala.

Jungle Safari: Example of Experiential learning, Toddlers on the eve of World Nature Conservation Day and 

International Tiger Day celebrated through Jungle Safari. Here they learnt the importance of plants and how it 

becomes forest. Parents as co-mentors participated in various games and helped in sensitizing students 

about plants and animals.

Enchanted Bookshop

Young Dipsites Sweep the Stage: Class 1 and 2 presented "The Enchanted Book Shop” a Play in which 

young actors brought on stage confidence, grit and expression. Parents were overwhelmed to see their 

children on stage as if they owned it.



Exposures: Experiential Learning

 Brand new buses fitted with all the features in compliance to CBSE, Supreme Court and state guidelines. 

  In addition, one seat behind the driver and the seat near the emergency exit is removed to prevent the     

 students from sitting in view of their safety. 

  Driver's cabin is completely separated from the students seating area. 

  Seat belts are installed for all students and drivers. 

  Each Bus is fitted with camera and GPS. 

  Each bus is equipped with microphone to keep the communication with the drivers. 

  Every bus has 2 panic button and 8 help button which is linked to the school. 

  SLD devices are checked and the speed is set below 40 km/hr. 

  Every bus has accessories like First AID Box, Water Container and Dust bins. 

  Lady Guards are appointed in each bus to check and ensure the safety and security of the students. 

School Transport 
Visit to Agricultural College: Education at DPS Rau Indore is not confined to class rooms. We foster 

curiosity in our learners. With the belief that Science is understood best when allowed to see and 

experience. The students of class VIII were taken for a field trip to agricultural college. Various agricultural

implements their uses were explained to the children.

Visit to Dainik Bhaskar Printing Press: Students of DPS Rau of Classes VI & VII visited the Dainik 

Bhaskar printing press to get an experiential learning.

Sensitising about Safety & Security

Session with Ms. Dolly D'souza: A session were conducted for the Students to make aware about 

“Good Touch Bad Touch”.

Session with Traffic Cop Mr. Ranjit Singh: A session was conducted for Classes I & II with Mr. Ranjeet 

Singh, Traffic Cop to make the students aware about traffic rules.

Session with Dr. Meena Vijaywargiya: "Healthy Mind Rests in a Healthy Body" with this phrase Dr. 

Meena Vijaywargiya famous pediatrician of the City was invited for an interactive Session with the Tiny 

Tots of class Prep.

Vibrant Strokes: Activities are the core of Learning.

Helen O' Grady: Edu Drama for students at various level.

Educis: DPS Rau has collaborated with Mindler for Exclusive Language Enhancement training for senior 

students. 



Admission Criteria

STEP - 1 You can fill & submit the registration form online at www.dpsrau.org or obtain one from parent facilitation 

centre at DPS Rau, Indore. The payment as well as submission of documents can be done online too. 

Note: Incomplete forms will not be accepted

STEP - 2 Fill the registration form with all the required information including personal information. Incomplete 

forms will not be accepted. Completed forms can be submitted to the admission counselor in the school campus. 

Parents are required to submit the following documents duly self attested along with the registration form.  

• Passport size photo     • Copy of birth certificate    • Address Proof    

• Copy of Aadhar Card  • Copy of last 3 years Report Card in case of admission to Class 4 and above.

STEP - 3 Once the registration form is processed an e-mail/call will be sent/made to the applicants detailing the 

time for the interaction based on the eligibility criteria.

STEP - 4 Registered candidates will be called for personal interaction wherein a provisional admission order will 

be issued with the detailed fee structure. 


